




Some Notes on Piero Sra®a's Biography,
1898-1927
??????? ?
Piero Sra®a (1898-1983) was born in Turin, Italy. He graduated
from the University of Turin in 1920 and was enrolled at London School
of Economics as a research student the following year. His main concern
was Italian banking and ¯nancial problems of that time. Sra®a also
worked at the Labour Research Department (London) to investigate
labour problems in the UK. He returned to Italy in April 1922 and
was appointed to a director of the provincial labour department in
Milan, but resigned from this position in December. His academic career
started as a lecturer in political economy at the University of Perugia
in November 1923. Sra®a published his famous article which criticized
the Marshallian theory of costs of ¯rms in December 1925 and he was
appointed to the chair of Political Economy by the University of Cagliari
in March 1926. The purpose of this paper is to investigate when and
why Sra®a decided to attempt a career as an academic economist and
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? Secretary?J. Mair??????????????????????THIS
IS TO CERTIFY that PIERO SRAFFA enrolled as a student of the Lon-
don School of Economics in October, 1921. He followed with regularity a
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Research Department ????????1918 ????? Labour Research
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? 1 ? 6 ???????? Labour Research Department ? International
Section? Secretary?R. Palme Dutt??????????????????
?During the past year Mr. Piero Sra®a has been assisting in the work of
the Labour Research Department as well as conducting investigations of
his own into labour problems in this country. His technical knowledge of
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labour organization and conditions abroad has been of very great value
to the Department and his own investigations have been marked by a real
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